Motorhomes

Distance socially
A home away from home, the Marchi Mobile and Prevost Car motorhomes provide
unrivalled luxury wherever in the world you set the satellite navigation control

MARCHI MOBILE

The eleMMent Palazzo Superior
is described as a private and
business jet on wheels – and
the truth is not far off. With its
administration office in Vienna and
production in Dortmund, Marchi
has nailed the art of luxury travel;
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the perfect balance of Austrian
class and German efficiency.
And the Superior is its top-ofthe-line model, combining design
features from the worlds of motorsport, aviation and yachting.
The cab was manufactured
using high-performance carbon

fibre materials and its sports car
design lines, and 36-inch rim
covers, resemble those of
a race car.
The cockpit features
a central digital instrumentation
and MMI control, inspired by jet
cockpits, but functions like
a luxury limousine. The
panoramic, helicopter-like
windshield can be darkened in
two stages using an adjustable
sun protection system.
The body construction
emphasises the strong design
statement of the eleMMent
series while also offering
outstanding functionality and
comfort. Its self-supporting
and incredibly robust structure
with a 60+ mm wall thickness
provides outstanding stability and
an insulation rating comparable
to expedition vehicles operated
on extreme off-road terrains.

However, the design lines remain
elegant with integrated yacht
windows and fine chrome trim
to include indirect lighting.
The Sky Lounge is reserved
for the owner’s outstanding
panoramic views, with an
automatic lift system which raises
it up out of the body to create
a walled-in roof deck.
An exterior stairwell leads
up to the spacious deck with
integrated lounge furniture and
radiant floor heating.
A specially developed air
convection system ensures
a comfortable interior
temperature and prevents excess
pressurisation when sliding out
the full-wall room extensions.
Different temperature ➤
Above and left: The Marchi
Mobile eleMMent Palazzo
Superior offers world class

Motorhomes

zones can be programmed and
a continuous air circulation
system ensures the best air
quality at all times.
The floor plan has created
a living space that provides
maximum comfort for owners
and guests with a four-meter
couch within reach of a bar, a
wine cabinet and an icemaker.
The open kitchenette adds to the
spacious interior atmosphere.
The bathroom is discreetly
separated from the living room,
and master bedroom and can
be entered from either without
seeming like a passageway
between the two rooms. The
large master bedroom features
a king-size bed, manufactured by
the same company that supplies
beds to the British Royal Family,
with fine Italian bed linen.
An adjoining spa area provides
a private retreat for the owners
and features a 1.5sqm. glazed
rainfall shower.
Approximate cost: $3m
marchi-mobile.com/palazzo-superior
PREVOST

For the Barack Obama
administration to cross the
Canadian border to source the
President’s Ground Force One,
it must be special. And it is.
Quebec-based specialist
motorhome firm, Prevost was
founded in 1924 and it claims
‘heritage is more than history’.
It’s a legacy of values that
are passed along from one
generation of Prevost people
to the next; from its birthplace
in Sainte Claire to the multiple
facilities it operates; and to
each of its converter partners;
one of which is Volvo.
The business’ values are
simple: ‘an uncompromising
commitment to quality, a drive
for constant innovation and
improvement, and dedication
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to safety and sustainability in
every aspect of its business.
Its heritage is crafting the finest
motorhomes in the world for
those who appreciate the value
of a solid foundation.’
Founder Eugène Prévost,
a cabinet maker specialising in
church pews and school furniture
was asked to build a custom bus
body for a new truck chassis,
which he built around a wooden
frame until 1945 when the bodies

started being made of metal.
The H3-45 VIP is a quiet,
luxurious ride with fantastic
visibility, an independent
suspension system and custom
conversion space. A unique power
management system increases
battery life and an Electronic
Stability Program provides
improved stability in adverse
conditions. The environmentally
friendly Volvo D13 engine exceeds
EPA emission regulations for clean

air and fuel economy.
Owner groups actively rally
at the most prestigious resorts
in North America with the
common bond of having pride in
owning a Prevost motorhome.
Everything is meticulously
executed, such as optimal
light and temperature control,
generous space (storage and
cargo space). Customer lounges
offer amenities, overnight parking,
electrical and water hookups
and other convenient services
so owners can turn downtime
into productive time.
The H3-45 VIP comes with
a comprehensive 24-month
bumper-to-bumper insurance.
Approximate cost: $1.6m
prevostcar.com/motorhome/h345-vip ■
Far left: The Marchi eleMMent
Palazzo Superior cockpit is
inspired by a jet cockpit, but
functions like a limousine
Above and left The Prevost H345; sleek and powerful

